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High-surface-area inorganic oxides are attractive materials for
medical devices because of their mechanical integrity, tunable
functionality, and resistance to phagocytosis and biological degrada-
tion.1 Because most oxides have inherently polar surfaces, these
materials are contact activators of the intrinsic pathway of the blood
coagulation cascade.2 The United States military, concerned because
hemorrhage accounts for over 50% of battlefield casualties,2

currently outfits soldiers with a porous and high-surface-area zeolite-
based hemostatic agent (HA ) designed to stabilize life-threatening
hemorrhages by contact activation, dehydration, warming, and
control of electrolytes in the wounded tissue.3 In this report, the
tunable in vitro hemostatic activity of high-surface-area hemostatic
bioactive glass (BG) is evaluated by Thromboelastograph, a
standard medical instrument for quantifying viscoelasticity changes
of blood during thrombosis and fibrinolysis.4 The hemostatic trends
associated with hemostaticBG, and a new preparation of spherical
hemostaticBG, along with similar Si- and Ca-containing oxides,
are described and related to Si:Ca ratios, Ca2+ availability and
coordination environment, porosity,∆HHydration, and surface area.
HemostaticBG is a new material with an excellent efficacy for
inducing hemostasis and is chemically distinct from the traditional
bioglass, a composite material developed by Hench and co-workers,7

employed for bone growth.
Contact activation of blood, commonly referred to as the “glass

effect”, is the process by which polar surfaces activate the intrinsic
pathway of the blood clotting cascade. It is also the underlying
principle for the observation that blood tends to clot faster on glass
surfaces than on plastic. The autocatalytic activation of clotting
Factors XII, XI, prekallikrein, and high-molecular-weight kininogen
is initiated by exposure of blood to a foreign polar surface, and
this in turn activates the numerous feedback mechanisms responsible
for the association of the thrombin enzyme and the polymerization
of fibrin.5 Essential to these chemical dynamics is surface area for
immobilizing participants of surface-dependent clotting reactions
and Ca2+ ions, which are cofactors that help to orientate protein
assemblies and enzymes responsible for fibrin production (e.g.,
tenase complex).6

We identified hemostaticBG as an ideal inorganicHA because
hemostaticBG will release Ca2+ ions upon hydration and is
composed of an insoluble core that could provide an effective
support for thrombosis. We have recently reported on the prepara-
tion of a related high-surface-area porous composite that demon-
strates accelerated in vitro apatite growth when immersed in
simulated body fluid.8 We have extended this sol-gel synthetic
preparation to include spray pyrolysis at 400°C in a tube furnace
to prepare the new spherical hemostaticBG (Supporting Informa-
tion).

Thromboelastograph is an instrument used to diagnosis blood
disorders by monitoring the change in viscoelasticity of blood during
clot formation as a function of time.9 A polyethylene cup, containing
blood and aHA , is rotated(5° about a torsion wire. The time
until the bimodally symmetric viscoelasticity curve’s amplitude is

2 mm is referred to asR (min) and represents the initial detection
of clot formation. The angle between the tangent to the curve and
the horizontal is referred to asR (°) and is related to the rate of
coagulation. The maximum separation of the curves is referred to
as MA and represents the maximum clot strength (dyn/cm2). An
overlay of representative Thromboelastograph plots for the materials
studied is shown in Figure 1.

The time until clot detection,R, decreases for increasing Si:Ca
ratios in hemostaticBG (Figure 2).R is reduced by a factor of 2
when the Si:Ca ratio is doubled over the range studied. Hemostatic
BG can perform the dual role of providing surface area for
thrombosis and supplying Ca2+ ions; hence there will be an
optimum ratio of SiO2 to Ca2+ ions, which are cofactors throughout
the clotting cascade6,10 for the fastest hemostatic response. The
hemostaticBG-induced coagulation rate,R, increases with increas-
ing Si:Ca ratios and maximizes for the same Si:Ca ratio as for the
minimumR time [Si:Ca(RminRmax) ∼ 2.5]. All blood clots induced
by hemostaticBGs resulted in stronger than natural clots, although
there is no relationship between the ultimate clot strength and the
ratio of Si:Ca for hemostaticBG (MABG g 62 and MANatural ) 58
dyn/cm2).

The rational design of composite oxideHAs requires an
understanding of the thrombotic effects of the constituent oxides
individually as well as collectively. Toward this end, we have
analyzed the in vitro hemostatic activity of porous SiO2 (SBA-
1511) and CaO as model components of hemostaticBG, as well as
nonporous SiO2 glass beads (Polyscience, Inc. Cat #07666), CaCO3,

Figure 1. Oxide Thromboelastograph plots.

Figure 2. Plot of both clot detection time,R (filled shapes), and rate of
coagulation,R (unfilled shapes), versusBG Si:Ca. Data represent the mean
of four trials: 9 porousBG; b nonporousBG; 1 sphericalBG; + no HA .
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and hydroxylapatite [Ca10(OH)2(PO4)6 Sigma Cat#289396] as
related Si- and Ca-containing oxides. With the exception of
hydroxylapatite, the synthetic analog of the oxide found in bone,
each oxide demonstrated a reducedR time as more material was
added to the blood (Figure 3A). The reduced rate of coagulation,
R, and clot strength, MA, associated with adding hydroxylapatite
to blood are also evidence of its anti-thrombotic capacity. While
there are several reports of organic-based anticoagulants,12 hy-
droxylapatite represents a unique inorganic oxide that delays
coagulation.

Despite a reduction in the clot initiation time, both the rate and
ultimate clot strength decreased as more SBA-15 was mixed with
blood. Although SBA-15 is an initiator of contact activation, due
to its hydroxylated surface and ability to concentrate blood by
dehydration, it appears to inhibit the propagation of clot formation.
This concentrating effect might be detrimental to clot propagation
in the absence of sufficient Ca2+ near the concentrated blood. Glass
beads, which can provide an activating hydroxylated surface without
dehydrating blood, demonstrate both acceleratedR and increased
MA in addition to reducedR as more material was added. The
dehydration of blood by porous hemostaticBG is not detrimental
to clot propagation because Ca2+ ions are released near the
concentrated blood. We found that the inclusion of Ca2+ ion sources
with porous oxides, including SBA-15, assists rapid clot formation,
and we are exploring the best incorporation methods.

Ca2+ ions are cofactors that play a critical role in the orientation
of clotting enzymes on cellular surfaces6 by serving as the ionic
bridge between two negatively charged residues (e.g., cellular
surface and clotting Factors). They are consumed during thrombosis
and fibrinolysis when Factor XIII cross-links fibrin with negatively
charged glycosylated residues. It is reasonable that the faster rates
of coagulation and stronger clots attributed to both CaO and CaCO3

are due in part to these agents’ ability to present calcium to blood.
CaO is far more soluble in blood (pH) 7.4) than CaCO3, and the
greater release of Ca2+ ions may account for theg30% stronger
clots induced by CaO than those resulting from any of the other
oxides discussed in this report, MACaO) 92 MAOtherHAs e 66. The
difference in solubility between CaO and CaCO3 appears to be a
negligible factor with regard to the rate of coagulation.

Surface Ca species on undissolvedHA particles could interact
with clotting reactants in a fashion similar to that of Ca2+ ions that
are coordinated to cellular surfaces,13 and high-resolution X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopic analysis demonstrates a lower Ca 2p
binding energy for the faster clotting materials. Ca 2p3/2 in
hydroxylapatite (349 eV) is 2 eV larger than that in hemostatic
BG, CaO, or CaCO3 (347 eV), in agreement with previous work.14

We observed that porous inorganicHAs have multiple accel-
eratory effects on blood coagulation, in conjunction with surface
activation and control of local electrolytes, by concentrating blood
and locally warming the surrounding tissue due to an exothermic
∆HHydrationcommon to porous oxides. Although the original porous

zeolite HA employed by the U.S. military and civilian first-aid
responders15a is effective as a life-saving medical device, the
excessive heat generation led to efforts to identify new materials
that will be safer to apply and still be effective.9,15 The original
zeolite-basedHAs typically release up to 700 J/g upon hydration,
adsorb∼20% w/w H2O, and have surface areas up to 600 m2/g.
Porous and nonporous hemostaticBGs release up to 400 J/g upon
hydration, absorb∼15% w/w H2O, and have surface areas up to
400 m2/g or greater. The smaller∆HHydration for hemostaticBG
permits local dehydration of hemorrhaging blood without the heat
that inhibited proper application of the original zeolite-basedHA .

We are studying the effect of particle morphology, and prelimi-
nary results indicate that size and shape are key clotting parameters.
Spherical hemostaticBG was produced by spray pyrolysis of the
BG precursor sol-gel (diameter) 300 nm, pore size) 5 nm)
(Figure 3B). Given similar Si:Ca ratios, spherical hemostaticBG
demonstrates reducedR times and faster coagulation rates than does
irregularBG. Although both hemostaticBGs and zeoliteHAs have
high surface areas, the pore apertures (5 nm and 4 Å, respectively)
restrict interaction with larger biological species to the outermost
particle surface. Spherical hemostaticBG presents a more available
surface to blood than irregularBG. Research is ongoing to explore
the effect of theHA ’s surface-to-volume ratio and the role of surface
roughness and charge.
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Figure 3. (A) Plot of both clot detection time,R (filled shapes), and rate
of coagulation,R (unfilled shapes), versus Si:Ca. Data represent the mean
of four trials: 9 SBA-15; b glass beads;2 CaO; 1 CaCO3; ]
hydroxylapatite;+ no HA . (B) TEM of sphericalBG.
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